
Facebook Belgium to comply
with court’s cookie decision 
Multinationals face increasing pressure from DPAs. A Belgian court
supported the Belgian DPA’s record breaking 250,000 Euros per day
fine on Facebook. By Laura Linkomies and Stewart Dresner.

The Brussels tribunal of first
instance has issued an
injunction against Facebook

to stop it collecting personal data
from non-Facebook users in
Belgium1. The injunction2, initiated
by Willem Debeuckelaere, President,

Belgium’s Commission for the
Protection of Privacy (DPA), was
due to take effect within 48 hours
after notification of the judgment
which was published on 9 November.

The TPP Agreement: An anti-
privacy treaty for most of APEC
Agreement facilitates international data transfers but brushes
privacy to one side. By Graham Greenleaf.

Twelve Pacific-rim nations
accounting for 40% of the
global economy, including

most significant APEC economies
other than China, have reached
agreement on a historic free-trade
agreement, or are queuing up to join.

The Trans-Pacific Partnership
Agreement (TPP)1 was signed in
Atlanta, Georgia on 5 October at 
the conclusion of eight years of
negotiation.
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End of year does not mean
Regulation finale 
We continuously hear messages from Brussels that the EU DP
Regulation will be adopted by the end of this year (p.17). However,
even if political agreement is found, both the European Parliament
and the Council need to organise a vote before the final text 
is published.

The EU DP draft Regulation includes provisions on
anonymization. In Norway, the DPA has issued guidance that
echoes the previous work by the EU Article 29 Working Group
(p.18). The DPA says that by employing anonymization
techniques, the processing of data falls outside the scope of the law. 

In October, we attended the Privacy Commissioners’ International
Conference in Amsterdam and learned about the privacy bridges
that are being developed to fill the gap between Europe and the US
(p.10). EU DPAs need to cooperate more under the future EU DP
regime (p.8). But the DPAs say they are ready – and they already
sometimes tackle the big multinationals together. Read about
Belgium’s action on Facebook on p.1. Also, changes towards more
harmonisation, such as Poland’s amendments to the law to facilitate
use of BCRs and standard contractual clauses, help the DPAs to
have a consistent approach (p.12). The next issue on the EU
legislative agenda may be the revision of the EU e-Privacy
Directive. Something needs to be done, says former UK Deputy
Data Protection Commissioner, Francis Aldhouse (p.24).

The TPP agreement is not just about trade – it includes provisions
that aim to facilitate a global framework for free flow of
information, but with insufficient privacy protections, says our
Asia-Pacific Editor, Graham Greenleaf (p.1).

In the US, the surveillance regime has been reviewed. Companies
that need to understand US government requests for data can find
invaluable advice on p.14. Our reports from Asia cover the most
recent legislative developments in South Korea (p.26) and an
analysis of enforcement in Hong Kong, where the first direct
marketing fines have now been issued (p.21). In Latin America,
more and more countries are adopting data protection laws, mostly
due to commercial pressures (p.19), writes Chantal Bernier,
Canada’s former Interim Privacy Commissioner, reporting from
the Ibero-American network meeting in Montevideo, Uruguay.

Finally, season’s greetings from all of us at PL&B and a Happy
New Year!

Laura Linkomies, Editor
PRIvACY LAWS & BUSINESS 
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